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On the anniversary of the deadly collapse of the Champlain Towers South condominium, professional engineer and expert witness Greg Batista, PE is releasing his new book exploring the possible causes.
A Year After Condo Collapse, New Book Looks at What Led to Tragedy in Surfside
DALLAS, April 25, 2022 /PRNewswire/ -- BBG, a leading due diligence commercial real estate services firm, today announced that BBG Assessment has launched its Seismic Services practice group.
BBG LAUNCHES SEISMIC SERVICES GROUP
Mike George of Drums has joined Barry Isett & Associates Inc., a multidiscipline engineering firm with offices in Wilkes-Barre and Hazleton and six other offices in Eastern and Central Pennsylvania, ...
Drums man joins Barry Isett & Associates
Several engineers have postulated ... modeled Champlain Towers South based on its design and made numerous presentations about the collapse's forensic engineering, has a more conservative take ...
Unproven Theory Opened Path to $997M Champlain Towers Collapse Settlement
Buildings Department forensic engineers have completed a visual inspection of the building at 354 Eat 91st Street. The Buildings Department has confirmed the overall structural integrity of the ...
Inspectors: Weld failure caused collapse
Our forensic investigation team includes licensed structural engineers ... embedded in the concrete foundation per the engineering firm’s design detail. Because of the destruction left by ...
Records show Amazon warehouse hit by tornado consistently passed city inspection
His were seldom gentle words; they were cutting images of Welsh forensic. And only his hands ... Faced with requests to alter a design for reasons of economy, he treated compromise as an ...
The Honest Arrogance of Frank Lloyd Wright
GRAND FORKS – The Grand Forks School Board approved the hiring of Icon Architects to create a rendering and design plan for the new Valley Middle School at its regular meeting Monday, May 23.
Grand Forks School Board approves Icon as architect for proposed Valley Middle School
This course includes a project to design ... reverse engineering tools, shellcode analysis and anti-reverse engineering techniques. This class introduces students to computer forensics and network ...
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